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Prologue SA joins the OW2 Consortium

Prologue SA will contribute to OW2 Open Source Cloudware initiative.

Paris, September 12, 2011– Jaime GUEVARA, Prologue SA CEO,  announced today that Prologue had 
joined the OW2 Consortium, the open source community for infrastructure software, as a Corporate Member.

Prologue  SA,  was  a  long-time  friend  of  OW2,  it  is  joining  the  Consortium  kicking  off  with  significant 
contributions to the CompatibleOne collaborative project. 

CompatibleOne is a strategic collaborative R&D project. It aims at developing a standard platform that will  
address cloud computing interoperability concerns raised by end-users. It is a multi-partner project funded by 
the French government. 

CompatibleOne  develops  code  for  the  OW2  Open  Source  Cloudware  initiative  (OSCi).  Prologue  SA 
develops key module in the CompatibleOne project. These modules will be contributed to the OW2 code 
base. Prologue SA is becoming a leading participant in OSCi. 

“We are excited to be joining the OW2 Consortium” says Georges SEBAN, the Chairman of Prologue, “It is 
the continuation of a strategic move, Prologue SA will leverage the OW2 open source business ecosystem to 
develop its cloud computing activities”. 

“Prologue SA has a long-standing history of innovation” says OW2 CEO Cedric Thomas, “We are delighted 
to welcome them as a new member in our community and we look forward to their contribution to the OW2 
Open Source Cloudware initiative.”

Jamie Marshall, Expertise Manager at Prologue SA, will lead the company's contribution to CompatibleOne 
and its role in OW2.

About OW2
Founded in January 2007, OW2 is an independent industry community dedicated to developing open source 
code infrastructure (middleware and generic applications) and to fostering a vibrant community and business 
ecosystem. The OW2 Consortium hosts some one hundred technology projects, including ASM, Bonita, eXo 
Platorm, JOnAS, Orbeon Forms, PetALS, SpagoBI, Talend and XWiki. Visit www.ow2.org

About Prologue SA
With  particular  expertise  in  the  market  sector  concerning  virtualization  of  workstations  and  electronic  
business document  processing and exchange,  the Prologue group is  a recognized actor  in  the field  of 
technological  innovation  in  particular  relating  to  Cloud  Computing.  This  market  experience  allows  the 
company today to offer its B2B platform, for the exchange of electronic documents,  as a service (SaaS 
Software as a Service) and its virtual workstations in the form of an Iaas (Infrastructure as a Service).
Present  in  France,  Spain  and  the  United  States  of  America,  the  group  comprises  230  employees and  
addresses nearly all sectors of business activities. The technologies of the group are used by prestigious 
companies not only across France but also at an international level and include: EDF, Société Générale,  
Orange,  Vilmorin,  Immobilière  3F,  Midas,  Telefonica,  REALE Assurances,  Toyota,  l'Institut  National  des 
Statistiques (Espagne).  The turnover of the group Prologue reached 13.7M€ by the 1st of September 2010.
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